
George Shepherd relates his experience as a Barlow Robbins 
LLP trainee

I studied law at university and I initially had ambitions to become a barrister. My 
work experience included mini pupillages and volunteering at a local law centre on 
an advocacy project. This project gave me large amounts of client contact and I was 
able to develop those relationships. I grew to prefer this aspect to the advocacy and 
felt drawn to a career as solicitor. After leaving university, I sought to learn more 
about the role of a solicitor in practice as a paralegal in a national and a regional 
firm.

Barlow Robbins appealed to me because of the full service offering with market 
leading experts throughout the firm, whilst having roots in Surrey and the South 
East. I had met the firm’s trainees at a law fair and they talked of the high calibre of 
clients and the opportunity to play an important part in the work they did without 
sacrificing their social life outside of work.

I joined Barlow Robbins as a trainee in September 2018 and am currently in my 
third seat. My seats have been in the Schools & Charities, Commercial Property and 
Dispute Resolution departments. 

In my first seat in Schools & Charities, one of the firm’s niche departments which is recognised nationally, I was 
immediately involved in the wide range of advice given to charities and independent schools. This included drafting 
articles of association and assisting with school transactions and mergers. Whilst working with all lawyers in the team, 
I also gained experience in charity governance, property transactions, safeguarding and employment issues. I was also 
given the opportunity to represent my department and the firm at networking events which included golf days, firm run 
seminars and conferences.
 
Moving into my second seat in Commercial Property, an area in which I had prior paralegal experience, I was able 
to generally manage and run a number of matters from start to finish. This included taking instructions, drafting, 
negotiating and completing transactions for local and national clients. My supervising partner gave me work to increase 
my understanding of leases and development work whilst giving me opportunities to develop skills in legal drafting and 
client care. This bespoke training from partners is pervasive across the firm and, alongside the varied nature of each seat, 
makes the experience so valuable.

My third seat is in Dispute Resolution and has stretched me most thus far. The team is split into sub-teams which deal 
with disputes in specialist sectors, particularly commercial, property and contentious trusts and estates. Trainees handle 
work in all these areas. I have attended multiple mediations and am assisting with a number of commercial debt matters 
and property disputes. One of the most interesting matters has been a bankruptcy case where I undertook preliminary 
investigatory work to try to realise assets owned by a deceased bankrupt individual and assisted in providing strategic 
advice to the client.

Trainees are encouraged to continually build upon their experience. Looking back even now, I can see how my skills 
and knowledge have developed. The firm genuinely views trainees as the next generation of lawyers and wants them to 
succeed, with many partners and senior lawyers having trained here. Trainees are treated as individuals and given room 
to try new things but not to the extent that they feel lost. Trainees are encouraged to enhance working life at the firm. 
I am part of the firm’s Social and Corporate Social Responsibility committee, helping to organise events including the 
Christmas party.


